
 
 

 
 

 

By Uncle Ted & adapted by Chuck Hamack 
 

Background: 21 May 1938 
The newly graduated Sakai is transferred to a fighter unit in Formosa, who rotates him to a 

forward unit in China. On his first mission over Hankow Air field, his escorting squadron of 15 

Claudes were astounded to see 3 Russian I-16s take to the skies as the raid was commencing. The 

Russian fighters climbed level with the Claudes - and attacked.  

 

Then suddenly they were at our altitude, big, black, and powerful. Without 
warning - at least to my astonished mind - one of the enemy planes whipped out 
of formation and bore in with alarming speed at my fighter. Abruptly, all my 
careful plans of what I would do in my first combat evaporated.      

Saburo Sakai , Samurai! , Chapter 4 
 

IJN = 1x A5M2 Claude Japanese pilot is “Sprog” 

Soviet Air Force = 1x I-16 Type 10 Russian pilot is “Regular” 

 

Setup: 
Set Sakai up in altitude 4.0, speed 5.0, heading west. 

Set the Soviet up at 4.0, speed 4.0, heading NNW. 

 



Sakai 

Soviet

 

 
Game Length: 

10 turns 

 

Special Rules: 
At then end of 10 turns, the other IJN pilots will grow bored of watching and will pitch in against 

the I-16. The Russian must either shoot down the Claude or escape by then. 

 

Thumbnail Biography 
Saburo Sakai was born in 1916 to an impoverished Samurai family eking out a living on a small farm near 

Saga in southern Japan. After less than sterling success asa student in Tokyo, Sakai joined the Imperial 

Japanese Navy in 1933, and went to its extremely thorough Tsuchiura flight school in 1937, and then 

qualified as a carrier pilot. In 1938, he was posted to the Kiukiang air wing in China and was intriduced to 

actual air combat. He was sent home for about a year after being wounded in an air raid, returning in to 

Formosa in time to train up with the new A6M1 Zero, which was tried out flying cover over IndoChina as 

Japanese troops occupied key facilities in early 1941. In the summer of 1941, Sakai helped combat-test the 

Zero with the Hankow Air Wing against the Chinese Air Force. 

 

In November, 1941, Sakai was transferred to Tainan and the 11th Air Fleet, which attacked the Philippines in 

December, 1941. In January, 1942, he was transferred to Tarakan in Borneo. In Februray, Sakai participated 

in combat in the Dutch East Indies. In March, he went to Rabaul and then in April, to the fighter base at Lae. 

 

From April to the beginning of August, 1942, Sakai was involved with very instense air combat over New 

Guinea. In August, most of the surviving fighters were pulled back to Rabaul. On August 7th, Sakai was 

badly wounded over Guadalcanal, barely surviving the long flight back to Rabaul. He lost an eye. He spent 

the next 5 months in hospitals. 

 

After a year spent training new pilots, in April, 1944, Sakai was assigned to the Yokosuka Air Wing, which 

transferred to Iwo Jima in June. Its thirty fighters engaged with massed carrier air elements of the US Fleet 

that attacked Iwo Jima to prevent it being used to support Saipan. By the end of July, all thirty (and most of 

the 50 others stationed on Iwo Jima at the time) were destroyed. 

 

From September to December, 1944, Sakai (now a commissioned Ensign) help test the Shiden. In January, he 

was assigned to the Mastuyama Air Wing under Captain Genda. From March until August, 1945, Sakai flew 

the Shiden against B-29 raids. 

 

Sakai Scenario 
Saburo Sakai was the greatest Japanese ace to survive World War 2 with 62 air claimed combat kills. This 

page includes several scenarios based on his exploits as described in Samurai! by Saburo Sakai, Martin 

Caidin, and Fred Saito.



 
 

 
 

By Uncle Ted & adapted by Chuck Hamack 
 

Background: 8 December 1941 
Saburo Sakai is trained on the wonderful new IJN fighter, the A6M2, and is then sent to join the 

Tainan Air Wing, part of the 11th Air Fleet. He took part in the initial strike on Clark Air Field. 

Due to a lack of aerial targets, Sakai brought his vic in to strafe the field, when they were jumped 

from behind by a flight of P-40s. 

 

With my two wingman tied to me as if my invisible lines, I pushed the stick 
forward and dove at a steep angle for the ground. I selected two undamaged B-
17s on the runway for our targets, and all three planes poured a fusillade of 
bullets into the big bombers. We flashed low over the ground and climbed 
steeply on the pullout. 
Five American fighters jumped us. They were P-40s, the first American planes I 
had ever encountered.  

Saburo Sakai, Samurai! , Chapter 7 
 

IJN = 3x A6M2 Zero 1 x Junior Ace, 2 x Veteran 

USAAC = 5x P-40E 3 x Regular, 2 x Sprog 

 

Setup: 
Set the IJN up in a vic at altitude 2, Speed 7, heading West.  

 

Set the USAAC up at altitude 2, Speed 7, heading West. 

 



IJN

USAAC

 
 

Game Length: 
20 turns 

 



 
 

 
 

By Uncle Ted & adapted by Chuck Hamack 
 

Background: 24 January 1942 
While waiting in Borneo before the IJN moved on the Dutch Indies, Sakai and his wingmates 

encountered unescorted B-17Ds operating from Java several times. They had been attacked by B-

17s and did not like being under the rain of bombs. When they had encountered them in the skies, 

however, their Zeros did not seem able to make much of an impression on the lumbering 

behemoths. 

 

Again. Dive, roll, concentrate on one bomber! This time I caught one! I saw the 
shells exploding, a series of red and black explosions moving across the 
fuselage. Surely he would go up now! Chunks of metal - big chunks - exploded 
outward from the B-17 and flashed away in the slipstream. The waist and top 
guns were silent as the shells hammered home.  Nothing! No fire, no telltale 
sign of smoke trailing back... The B-17 continued on in formation.  

Saburo Sakai, Samurai! , Chapter 9 
 

IJN = 2x A6M2 Zero 1 x Junior Ace, 1 x Veteran 

USAAC = 4x B-17c or B-17d All Regular 

 

Setup: 
Set the USAAC up in a diamond formation. All are at altitude 5, speed 4, heading east in a 

fixed formation. Having just completed their bombing mission, they are unloaded. The 

bombers fly straight ahead and maintain formation unless one cannot due to damage.  

 

Set the IJN up at altitude 5 speed 7.  

 



IJN

USAAC

 
 

Game Length: 
20 turns 

 

 



 
 

 
 

By Uncle Ted & adapted by Chuck Hamack 
 

Background: 19 February 1942 
After the Phillipines, the Tainan Air Wing was sent to the Dutch East Indies. There was a large air 

battle over Surabaya, where 23 Zeros took on "50-60 P-36s, P-40s, and Buffalos" flown by Dutch, 

American, and British pilots in a large, mesy furball. 

 

We reached Surabaya at about 11:30 AM, flying at 16.000 ft. The enemy force 
anticipating our arrival was unprecedented. At least 50 Allied fighters flying 
at about 10,000 ft., maintained a large counter-clockwise sweeping over the 
city. The enemy planes extended in a long line, composed of three waves of V 
groups which outnumbered us by more than two to one... Sighting our force, the 
Allied fighters broke off their circular movements and at full speed closed 
toward us... Less than a minute later, the orderly formations disintegrated into 
a wild swirling fight.  

Saburo Sakai, Samurai! , Chapter 10 
 

IJN = 6x A6M2 Zero 1x Junior Ace 
2x Veteran 
1x Regular 
2x Sprog 

Allies = 4x Hawk 75A-6 (Dutch) 
5x P-40E (American) 

6x F2A-2 Buffalo (Brit&Dutch) 

2x Sprog, 2x Regular 
2x Sprog, 3x Regular 
RAF- 1x Sprog & 1x Regular 
Dutch (B-339D) 2x Sprog, 2x Regular 

 

 



Setup: 
Set the IJN up at altitude 4, speed 5 in vics: 

The IJN are deployed as two elements (shotai of 3)  

 

Set the Allies up at altitude 4, in 3 great waves of Vs: 

Hawk 75A-6s: speed 4, deployed as one element (one flight of four)  

P-40Es: speed 5.US P-40s, deployed in two elements (a vic and a pair)  

Brewster Buffalos speed 5: 

Dutch B-339D:  deployed as one element (one flight of four)  

RAF B-339E: are deployed as one element (one pair)  

 

Game Length: 
20 turns 

IJN

Hawk 75a

P-40e

B-339d

B-339e

 
Variants:  

To play with different numbers:  (Original, Half-size, 1/3, Micro) 

A6M2 Zero (23, 12, 9, 3) 

Hawk 75A-6 (16, 8, 5, 2) 

B-339D & B-339E Buffalo 

(Keep ratio of ~2 D:1 E) (20, 10, 7, 3) 

P-40E Warhawk (16, 8, 5, 2)  



 
 

 
 

By Uncle Ted & adapted by Chuck Hamack 
 

Background: 2 May 1942 
After a short break, Sakai's Sentai was sent to Lae. He made his first trip to Port Moresby on 11 

April, 1942. 

 

Nine of us flew to Moresby, spoiling for a fight. We got one. Nine enemy fighters, 
P-39s and P-40s, waited for us over the enemy airstrip, willing to fight!  Hardly 
were we in sight when they broke off their circle and roared head-on against 
our planes.  

Saburo Sakai, Samurai!, Chapter 13 
 

IJN = 9x A6M2 Zero 1x Top Ace, 1x Junior Ace,  
2x Veteran, 3x Regular, 2x Sprog 

USAAC = 5x P-40E Warhawk 
4x P-39D Airacobra 

3x Regular, 2x Sprog, 
2x Regular, 2x Sprog 

 

Setup: 
Set the IJN up in 3 vics at altitude 4, speed 5, near hex 2025; (leader in hex, all others in formation 

behind).  

 

Set the P-40s in hexes 2015, 1914, 1814, 1713, 1912, at altitude 4, all speed 6.  

Set the P-39s in hexes 2213, 2312, 2412, 2310, at altitude 4, all speed 5.  

 

Game Length: 
20 turns 



IJN

USAAC

 
 



 
 

 
 

By Uncle Ted & adapted by Chuck Hamack 
 

Background: 22 July 1942 
During the invasion at Buna, the Zeros of the Tainan Sentai at Lae drew the duty of mounting a 

small CAP over the area. On 22-Jul-42, the day after the invasion, the patrolling Zeros were slowly 

circling 7,000 ft over the area when they were shaken by an explosiopn and a greasy black cloud 

that appeared over their ammo dump. Searching frantically, they spotted a small dot moving away 

along the coast and began an immediate chase. The dot dove to pick up speed and extend the chase. 

The six Zeros ran down the dot into an Australian Hudson bomber that had popped out of the 

cloud ceiling and hit the ammo dump. The Hudson was flown by Warren Cowan of the No. 32 

Squadron RAAF, flying out of Rabi (Milne Bay). 

Just as they came in range, Sakai fired. Here the Hudson sprang its first surprise - it pulled up into 

a steep, climbing turn and turn right through the Zero formation, firing its nose guns! The Zeros 

scattered in all directions, and then attacked as individuals. 

"All of us failed to score a single hit. The bomber rolled up and sawed up and 
down inviloent maneuvers, with the top gunner firing steadily at our planes.  
"The Zero pilots went wild with fury. Our formation disintegrated and 
weveryman went at the Hudson with everything he had. I made at least four 
firing passes, and was froced to break off my attack by otehr pilots who 
screamed in without regard for their wingmates. For nearly 10 minutes we 
pursued the Hudson, pouring a hail of lead and explosive shells at the amazing 
plane." 

Saburo Sakai, Samurai! , Chapter 20 
 

 

 

 



IJN = 6x A6M2 Zero Sakai (Top Ace) 
Lt. Sasai (Regular) 

Nishizawa (Junior Ace) 
2x  Regular, 1x Sprog 

RAAF 1x Hudson Mk IIIA Warren Cowan (Veteran) 

 

Game Length: 
20 turns 

Special Rules: 
Double any VPs earned by the Hudson 

Setup: 

Cowan
Sakai

Sprog
Regular

Nishizawa

Regular

Sasai

 
 

History: 
For ten long minutes, Cowan and his crew fought the astonished Japanese pilots. "I caught a 

glimpse of Lieutenant Sasai. His jaw hung open in astonishment at the audacity of the enemy pilot" 

said Sakai in his autobiography. 

The turret gun was firing nearly all the time. Eventually, Sakai got a shot at the turret gunner, 

silencing him, then closed up on the Hudson, and shot it down, killing Cowan and his crew.  

But it been a frantic ten minutes, and quite surprising for the Tainan pilots. And this is before the 

consternation of the Japanese at Buna is taken into account. 

 

While writing up his memoirs with Henry Sakaida later in 1970,  

"I recommend that Pilot Officer Warren F. Cowan be posthumously awarded your 
country's highest commendation. I have encountered many brave pilots in my life 
but Warren F. Cowan stands alone." -- Saburo Sakai 
 
[On reading about this incident in Sakai's memoir Samurai (Chap 20), I felt for sure that this had 

to be a misidentification fo the aircraft, as surely no Hudson could maneuver well enough. But a 

visitor to Uncle Ted's, James Oglethorpe of Sydney, Australia, set me straight and sent me a link to 

the Australian Stories Article. So, I updated the note, eventually ginned up an ADC for the Hudson, 

and designed this scenario. - Uncle Ted]



 
 

 
 

By Uncle Ted & adapted by Chuck Hamack 
 

Background: 7 August 1942 
The morning of 7-Aug-42 found the Tainan Sentai at Rabaul, where they had been pulled for a few 

days rest. While arming and fueling to escort the daily bombing mission over Port Moresby, the 

Japanese naval command was stunned to hear reports of a sudden air raid and landings at Tulagi 

and Guadalcanal, where an airfield was being built at the southern end of the Solomons Island 

chain. The bombing mission as hastily re-routed and sent to hit the invasion force off Guadalcanal - 

560 nautical miles away! This was the longest escort mission flown up to that point in the war. 

Sakai was one of the 18 Tainan pilots sent on the mission. 

 

Assigned to close escort, Sakai was with the attacking force as it broke out of the clouds at 12,000 ft 

and found both the US invasion fleet and some of the CAP. That battle is generally described in 

Opening Day. As part of that battle, after the bombers turned and were heading back through the 

cloud cover toward Florida Island, the 3rd chutai of the escort came down. Saburo Sakai's 

wingmen had already left formation. Sakai spotted them a few thousand feet over the sea chasing 

down a lone F4F-4. This was Lt. James Southerland, leader of Scarlet 2, already damaged and 

mostly out of ammo. 

 

Finally I spotted them some 1,500 feet below me. I gaped. A single Wildcat 
pursued three Zero fighters, firing in short bursts at the frantic Japanese 
planes. All four planes were in a wild dogfight, flying tight left spirals. The 
Zeros should have been able to take the lone Grumman without any trouble, 
but every time a Zero caught the Wildcat before its guns, the enemy plane 
flipped away wildly and came out again on the tail of a Zero. I had never seen 
such flying before. 
 
I banked my wings to signal Sasai and dove. The Wildcat was clingly grimly to 
the tail of a Zero, its tracers cheweing up the wings and tail. In desperation, I 



snapped out a burst. At once the Gruman snapped away in a roll to the right, 
clawed around in a tight turn, and ended in a climb straight at my own plane... 

Saburo Sakai, Samurai! , Chapter 22 
 

IJN = 1x A6M2 Zero Junior Ace 

USAAC = 1x F4F-4 Wildcat Veteran 

 

Game Length: 
10 turns 

Special Rules: 
Southerland's F4F is damaged: 

USN player secretly rolls and records 1 D10 Critical Hit.  

USN player determines the critical. Reroll any hits that outright destroy the aircraft or kill the 

pilot.   

Southerland has already been in combat: The USN player secretly rolls 1 D10 and marks off that 

much ammo. 

Setup: 
 

IJN

USAAC

 
 

History: 
After a vicious, tight turning fight, Southerland tries to break off an run. Sakai spends 200 rounds 

shooting at the Wildcat, then over shoots him - only to find that Southerland was out of 

ammunition, wounded, and on the verge of collapse. He shots the Wildcat again, and Southerland 

bails out, and survives. 

 

Sakai heads back up for more targets and meets his own fate - He mistook TBFs for SBDs and 

found their .50 cal MGs nearly fatal, flying all the way back to Rabaul with a terrible head wound 

that kept him out of combat for the next eighteen months...  


